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Infertility is a problem of global proportions, affecting about 8%–12% of couples
worldwide.1 In fact, it was reported that infertile women suffer from mental disharmony, divorce, and ostracism.2 Driven by the need to find an alternative solution for
infertile women when medical treatment fails, assisted reproductive technologies
were proposed to help infertile women achieve pregnancy. Since their inception, the
use of assisted reproductive technologies has been associated with ethical, legal, and
social controversies.3 One of the highly debatable assisted reproductive technologies
is surrogacy.
Surrogacy, or surrogate motherhood, is a method of assisted reproduction whereby
a woman agrees to become pregnant for the purpose of gestating and giving birth to
a child to be raised by others.4 It is both the oldest and the most controversial of all
assisted reproductive technologies.5 While banned in many countries, surrogacy is
legally practiced but inadequately regulated in some others, driving the need for a
better level of regulation.6–9
Laws and regulations that ban or allow the practice of surrogate pregnancy consider
several factors. For example, regulations governing this practice often differentiate
between two types of surrogacy: 1) traditional surrogacy where the surrogate mother’s
own eggs are fertilized via intrauterine insemination by sperm of the future father10
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Purpose: This study aims at investigating the perspectives of Jordanian medical and
paramedical students on surrogate pregnancy.
Methods: A questionnaire-based cross-sectional study design was used. The sample consisted
of n=328 students of both genders. The questionnaire responses were numerically coded and
analyzed across gender and the level of education.
Results: Approximately, 18% of the students reported good awareness about the ethical
dilemmas of surrogacy. The results showed a general reluctance to accept surrogate pregnancy
as the majority (80.5% of male students and 97.6% of female students) had a negative attitude
toward surrogacy. In addition, undergraduate students were less supportive to surrogate pregnancy than graduate students. Religious considerations were the main reason (accounts for
about 70%) for driving negative attitude toward surrogacy.
Conclusion: The findings of the study indicate a general reluctance toward accepting the
concept of surrogate pregnancy, which is mainly due to religious reasons.
Keywords: perspectives, attitudes, medical, students, paramedical, surrogate pregnancy
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and 2) gestational surrogacy where the surrogate mother
carries the egg of the intended mother. In this case, in vitro
fertilization (IVF) is used to make an embryo from the fertilization of the intended mothers’ egg by the intended father’s
sperm.10 Regulations also differentiate between commercial
surrogacy where the surrogate mother is paid for pregnancy11
and altruistic surrogacy where the surrogate mother is simply
reimbursed for the expenses of pregnancy.12
Herein, we list examples of the laws and regulations that
govern surrogate pregnancy from several countries to better
exemplify the wide range of the legal convolutions that surround this issue. In Germany, commercial, altruistic or any
type of surrogacy arrangement is illegal.13 On one hand, only
altruistic pregnancy is legal in Belgium.13 On the other hand,
commercial and altruistic pregnancies are legal in Russia.14
In USA, the laws and regulations differ by state. California,
for example, is considered a surrogate friendly jurisdiction
and both types of surrogacy are legal.15 On the contrary,
Michigan prohibits all types of surrogacy arrangements.9
Even in countries where surrogate pregnancy is a legal
practice, limitations may exist in terms of the indications
that permit surrogacy. For example, the American Society
for Reproductive Medicine only permits gestational surrogacy as a tool for assisted pregnancy in the event that a
medical condition poses a true risk of death to the intended
mother if she carries a child. Furthermore, the culprit medical
condition should be clearly labeled in the medical records of
the intended mother.16 Noteworthy, success rates and other
outcome parameters of gestational pregnancy are relatively
high when compared with other means of assisted pregnancy
and largely depend on the age of the egg donor. A recent
statistics published by the Society for Assisted Reproductive Technology (SART) of USA demonstrated that for egg
donors aged 35 years or below, the live birth success rate from
gestational pregnancies was 50.5%. This figure, however,
dropped to as low as 9.2% in egg donors older than 42 years.17
Moreover, it appears that being brought up in a family, which
involved surrogate pregnancy, does not negatively affect
parent–child relationship or physiological development of
children born from surrogate pregnancies.18
Attitude toward assisted reproductive technologies in
general and surrogacy in particular seems to be variable
worldwide and might be influenced by many factors such
as religion, gender, age, socioeconomic status, and knowledge about the procedure. Attitude toward surrogacy has
been studied across many countries yielding conflicting
reports. For example, permissive attitude toward several
new reproductive technologies such as IVF among women
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was reported in Sweden with the exception of surrogacy.19
In Germany, comparable rates of approval and disapproval
toward surrogacy were reported,20 whereas less acceptance
of surrogacy was noted in Turkey.21 However, in Japan, it is
suggested that many factors including socioeconomic status
affect a person’s ability to clearly express an opinion about
surrogacy.22 In contrast, Iranian infertile women believed
that surrogacy is better than adoption or not having children,
but generally, the attitude toward this method is not strongly
positive.23,24
It is suggested that acceptance of surrogacy might be
affected by gender. In Canada, for example, men were significantly more willing to consider using surrogacy.25 However,
there was no significant difference between men and women
in Germany.20 While in Japan, it was reported that there are
gender differences in attitude toward this method and those
differences are affected by information provided about the
procedure.26
It is suggested that religion has an important impact on
people’s attitude toward surrogacy. Because surrogacy is
forbidden in Islam, the majority of Islamic countries consider
surrogacy as inadmissible from the point of view of the religious authorities though not prohibited by law.27–30 In a somehow similar manner, the Catholic Church is strongly against
all forms of assisted reproduction, particularly those associated with third party assistance or surrogacy.31,32 In Egypt,
Christians’ beliefs concerning assisted reproduction were
found to be identical to those of the Muslims.33 However,
surrogacy is not forbidden in the Jewish religion as the value
of having a child in this community out weights any concern
regarding assisted reproductive technologies.31,34 This attitude
made Jews one of the leading communities in the research
and development of new reproductive technologies.32
Jordan is an Arab speaking Middle-Eastern country.
Islam is the major religion in Jordan, and it is estimated that
95% of the population are Muslims.35 In Jordan, the primary
infertility rate was estimated to be 3.5% and the secondary
infertility rate was estimated to be 13.5%.36 It is reported that
Jordanian infertile women experience social, personal, and
marital adversities.37 However, women receiving assisted
reproduction technologies cope with the stress of being
infertile.38 Attitude toward the use of third party-assisted
reproduction in Jordan has not been reported. Thus, this
study was designed to investigate the attitude of Jordanian
medical and paramedical students toward surrogate pregnancy. The study also aims at exploring potential factors
affecting attitude toward this procedure including gender
and religious perspective.
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Methods
Study setting
This was a cross-sectional survey study. The study sample
used was a convenient sample of medical and paramedical
students at Jordan University of Science and Technology,
Irbid, Jordan. The study was conducted during the period
from November to December 2017. The protocol of the
study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB)
of Jordan University of Science and Technology. Only
Jordanian students were included in the study.

Sampling and sampling procedure
Students were approached at open areas in the medical
campus buildings and in class rooms during the rest period
between classes. The questionnaire was distributed, in person,
by the researchers and was self-completed by subjects in the
presence of the researchers. Each participant was provided
with a full explanation of the study and how to complete the
questionnaire and was informed that participation in the study
is voluntary. Then, each participant signed the consent form
of the study. Participants were informed that the researcher
would be available for any required assistance during scoring
the questionnaire. Completed questionnaires were collected
by the researchers and rechecked to insure full completion.
Confidentiality was maintained as no names and addresses of
participants were required. Data were aggregated into groups,
and only the authors and the investigators were allowed to
access the collected data. None of the participants opted to
withdraw from the study.

The study questionnaire
The study questionnaire was aimed to investigate the perspectives of Jordanian medical and paramedical students on the
ethics of surrogate pregnancy. The questionnaire consisted
of eight questions selected based on literature review. The
first four questions aimed to identify the participant gender,
level of study, attitude, and reasoning for attitude toward
surrogate pregnancy. The next four questions (yes or no
questions) of the questionnaire aimed toward finding out
whether the participant is well informed about surrogacyrelated controversial discussions, aware about the official
position of his/her faith toward surrogacy, and willing to
observe his/her faith regarding surrogacy and whether the
participants will change his attitude to be more favorable to
surrogacy if they know that surrogate pregnancy is the only
mean to have kids. The study questionnaire was validated
via reviewing by a panel of experts that included specialist
physicians, a public health specialist, and a philosopher.
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Then, the survey was piloted on 10 participants and was
adjusted based on their feedback.

Data analysis
Data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS Version 21 statistical package. Age was represented as mean ± SD, while
categorical variables were presented in terms of frequency
and percentage (n, %). Pearson’s Chi-squared (χ2) test was
used to test for bivariate associations between demographic
variables and perspective and attitude questionnaire items.
Differences were considered statistically significant at
P,0.05.

Results
A total of n=328 participants were recruited from medical
and paramedical students, of whom 205 (62.5%) students
were males and 123 (37.5%) students were females. According to the academic level, 239 (72.9%) were undergraduate
students and 89 (27.1%) were graduate students. The mean
age of participants was 21.5 years.
Attitudes of participants toward surrogacy per gender
and per academic level are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respect
ively. The main source of the reported attitude was religion
(P,0.001, n=328) as compared to educational and social
factors.
Awareness about the ethical dilemmas associated with
surrogate pregnancy and the opposing views and opinions
about it in the community were also investigated. Less
than one-fifth of the sample had such awareness, and it was
neither correlated with gender (P=0.46, n=328) nor with
the level of study (P=0.68, n=328). Knowledge about the
official position of faith toward surrogacy was significantly
more in females (P,0.001, n=328) and in graduate level of
study (P=0.001, n=328). Moreover, the willingness to adopt
the official position faith toward surrogacy was significantly
correlated with gender (P=0.01, n=328) but not with the level
of study (P=0.93, n=328). The final question inquired if the
participant will become supportive to surrogacy in case it
is the only hope for a couple to have children. Participants’
responses to this question were significantly correlated with
gender (P,0.001, n=328) but not with the level of study
(P=0.25, n=328).

Discussion
Despite being the oldest method of assisted reproduction,
until now surrogacy is considered the most controversial of
all assisted reproductive technologies.5 Although surrogacy
has become an integral part of infertility management in some
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Table 1 Comparing the attitude and perspectives toward
surrogate pregnancy between Jordanian males and females
Gender
Male
students (%)

P-value

Table 2 Comparing the attitude and perspectives toward
surrogate pregnancy between Jordanian undergraduate and
graduate students
Level of study

Female
students (%)

Undergraduate
students (%)
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1.	Attitude toward surrogate pregnancy

Graduate
students (%)

1.	Attitude toward surrogate pregnancy

Positive

8.3

0.8

Neutral

11.2

1.6

Positive

9

4.2

Negative

80.5

97.6

,0.001

0.063

Neutral

11.2

6.3

2.	Source of attitude toward surrogacy

Negative

79.8

89.5

Education

15.1

1.6

2.	Source of attitude toward surrogacy

Religion

69.8

69.1

Education

13.5

8.8

29.3

Religion

60.7

72.8

3.	Awareness about the ethical dilemmas of surrogacy in the community

Social

25.8

18.4

Yes

17.1

20.3

3.	Awareness about the ethical dilemmas of surrogacy in the community

No

82.9

79.7

Social

15.1

.0.01

0.460

0.103

Yes

16.9

18.8

4. Knowing the official position of your faith toward surrogate pregnancy

No

83.1

81.2

Yes

42

80.5

4. Knowing the official position of your faith toward surrogate pregnancy

No

58

19.5

.0.001

5. Willingness to observe the official position of your faith toward
surrogate pregnancy
Yes

82

91.9

No

18

8.1

0.01

6. Become supportive to surrogacy if it is the only mean to have kids
for a couple
Yes

21.5

2.4

No

78.5

97.8

.0.001

countries, it is still forbidden and rejected in many nations.
The ethical, legal, and religious dilemmas associated with
surrogacy resulted in highly diverse attitudes toward it.3,5,9,31
While some people appreciate the merits of surrogate pregnancy and its role in creating a window of hope for infertile
women to have children, many others find it morally problematic and an unjustified technology.
It was suggested that people’s attitude toward surrogacy
might be influenced by multiple factors, including gender,
culture, and religious perspectives. In the Arab world,
where the Jordanians belong, it is thought that religious
rules strictly control assisted reproduction and those rules
do not allow involvement of a third party in the procedure.33
This seems in harmony with current findings as most of the
participants in the current study (86.9% of participants)
were against surrogacy, whereas only 5.5% of them were
supportive to this method and 7.6% of the sample was
neutral toward it.
Current results showed that the attitude of 69.5% of
the participants was related to religion, demonstrating that
religious views appear to have an important impact on the
620
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Yes

70.8

51

No

29.2

49

0.68

0.001

5. Willingness to observe the official position of your faith toward
surrogate pregnancy
Yes

85.4

85.8

No

14.6

14.2

0.93

6. Become supportive to surrogacy if it is the only mean to have kids
for a couple
Yes

18

13

No

82

87

0.25

students’ perspective toward surrogacy. Indeed, a similar
trend was reported by previous studies showing that religion
is a robust determinant of attitudes toward surrogacy.33 In the
current study, religion had a stronger effect on the students’
perspective about surrogacy compared to social values and
education. Given the fact that Islam is the predominant religion in Jordan and that surrogacy is forbidden in Islam,39,40
one might expect that students who made their opinion
based on religious views are probably against surrogacy.
Interestingly, beliefs of the Arab orthodox Christians concerning assisted reproductive technologies and surrogacy in
particular were reported to be similar to that of Muslims.33
This fact emphasizes that religion is the main factor, which
shaped students’ attitude toward surrogacy. Although 85.7%
of the students reported that they are willing to follow the
official position of their faith toward surrogate pregnancy,
only 56.4% of the students were aware of it. This might be
explained by the fact that surrogacy is very uncommon
assisted reproductive technology method in Jordan compared
to other technologies such as IVF. Thus, Jordanians might
International Journal of Women’s Health 2018:10
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be more aware of the official position of their faith toward
the more commonly used assisted reproductive technology
methods in Jordan.
In addition to the fact that religion was the main factor
affecting the students’ attitude toward surrogacy, probably
in those who are against it, the results showed that those
students would not change their mind if they knew that
surrogate pregnancy is the only mean to have children for a
couple. This indicates that students who are against surrogacy
made their opinion based on a firm foundation and sympathy
toward infertile couples would not change their attitude
toward this procedure. Such firm foundation is typical with
religious opinions in general.
It is thought that gender might have an effect on peoples’
perspective on surrogacy.20,25,26 In the current study, more
female students were against surrogate pregnancy. However,
comparable rates in both genders were found to support it.
In fact, more male students appear to have a neutral attitude,
suggesting that those students might have a difficulty in
expressing a clear opinion toward this method. The results
also showed that both males and females were almost equally
influenced by their religious background. Furthermore, more
males made their opinion based on education while females’
opinions were more based on social values. In addition to
that, females appear to be more aware of the official position
of their faith toward surrogate pregnancy and more willing
to follow it. However, males were more willing to accept the
use of surrogate pregnancy if it is the only means to have
children for a couple. In contrast, no significant difference
was found regarding the awareness about none religious
discussions and views about surrogacy between genders;
again this affirms the role of religion in the students’ attitude
toward this procedure.
In this study, the potential effect of the academic level
of study on the attitude toward surrogacy was evaluated
by comparing the answers of graduate and undergraduate
students. The only significant difference between graduate
and undergraduate students was in the awareness of the official position of their faith toward surrogacy where graduate
students appear to have a better knowledge about the religious
perspective toward the procedure.

Limitations
Among the limitations of the current study is that only medical and paramedical students were included. A larger study
involving students from other disciplines and from the general population is strongly recommended. In addition, more
in depth approaches such as focus groups and interviews
might be more appropriate for such kind of studies.
International Journal of Women’s Health 2018:10
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Conclusion
The study reported the attitude of Jordanian medical students
toward surrogacy. The findings of the study indicate a general reluctance toward accepting the concept of surrogate
pregnancy, which is mainly due to religious reasons. Results
of this study also suggest lesser impact of education on the
acceptance or refusal of surrogacy compared to other factors.
More studies involving Jordanian fertile and infertile women
are needed to accurately evaluate the general attitude toward
surrogacy in the Jordanian society.
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